
Explanatory Notes (as from the contribution year 2017) 
 
Legal basis is the Salzburg Tourism Law (Salzburger Tourismusgesetz 2003 – S.TG 2003 idgF) 
Please check your data and correct if necessary. 
Please fill out all relevant fields. The contribution form must be signed. 
When submitting the form electronically you must confirm the correctness of the data. 
(1) Revenue office / tax number 
Please enter here the number of your correct revenue office for your tax declaration and your tax number (eg 91/827/5607). In case your tax 
number is already pre-printed, please check and if necessary correct it. 
(2) Tax representative and bank details 
Please enter here name and address of your accountant and your bank details. In case your details are already pre-printed, please check and if 
necessary correct them. These details are important for further inquiries and for reimbursement.  
(3) Basis for the calculation of your contribution – please tick the relevant box at the front of the field and fill in the year in the 

highlighted field! 
Calculation of turnover § 37 S.TG: In case you commenced your activities in the past 3 years, please tick the field Umsatzermittlung  
§ 37 S.TG and enter in the brackets (Article 1 for the first, Article 2 for the second and Article 3 for the third year of activity). For the 
calendar year in which a compulsory membership was constituted (starting year), the achieved turnover is at the same time the 
contribution-relevant turnover in terms of § 35. In the contribution declaration for the first year of activity you must state from which month 
and year onwards the first turnover was achieved. The calculation for the contribution for the year following the starting year (second year 
of activity) is, according to § 37 Art. 2 S.TG, based on the twelvefold of the average monthly turnover of the starting year. This average 
monthly turnover of the starting year is to be calculated by dividing the total yearly turnover of the staring year by the number of – partial 
and full – months in which turnover was achieved. In the case of activities that are usually not carried out all year around, the basis is only 
the sixfold of the average monthly turnover instead of the twelvefold turnover. The calculation of the contribution for the year following the 
second year after commencement (third year of activity) is, according to § 37 Art. 3 S.TG, based on the total yearly turnover of the 
previous year.  
Turnover-tax notice…..From the 4th year of activity onwards, the basis for the calculation of the contribution is the valid turnover tax 
notice of the penultimate year, hence e.g. the notice from the year 2016 for the declaration of contribution for 2018.  
Turnover-tax declaration…..If you did not yet receive your turnover-tax notice, please base the data for the declaration of contribution 
on the turnover-tax declaration of the respective year. If you base your entered data on a turnover-tax declaration, please send a copy of 
the valid turnover-tax notice to the Landesabgabenamt on receipt. 
Turnover according to accountancy…..In case you neither have a turnover-tax notice nor a turnover-tax declaration, the data for the 
contribution declaration must be derived from your accountancy. In case you have no valid data at the time of the submission date stated 
in the law, please apply for an extension of the time limit at the Landesabgabenamt. 
Exempt from turnover-tax: In case you are exempt from turnover-tax or you are a farmer on a flat rate with a sideline farm, tick the box 
“nicht umsatzsteuerveranlagt”. In this case, the contribution is based on your documentation of the penultimate year.  
Special cases § 36 S.TG: In case the calculation must be carried out according to § 36 Art. 2-8 S.TG (e.g. money- and credit institution, 
home loan bank, insurance company, travel agency, advertising agency, timesharing company, transportation company, mobile network 
operator), please tick the respective box. 
Turnover according to financial year: If in the commencing year a financial year is included, you will receive information via telephone 
by the Landesabgabenamt. 
Landlords of secondary residences and voluntary members (regional classes A,B and C) as well as landlords of private accommodations 
and landlords of holiday apartments (only regional classes B and C) do not have to file a contribution declaration, but only have to pay 
the minimum fee stated on the declaration form under point 14. 

(4) Taxable turnover of the business establishment/s in the respective municipality/municipalities 
Please enter here the achieved taxable turnover of the respective year (see point 3). The turnover subject to contributions is the sum of the 
achieved taxable turnover in the taxable period according to § 1 Art. 1 Par.1 and 2 UStG 1994 as well as the turnover from construction works 
according to § 119 Art. 1a UStG 1994 as well as the following tax-free turnover according to § 6 UStG 1994 (turnover from maritime traffic and 
aviation traffic, bank turnover from credit companies (home loan banks); insurance businesses including pension funds; bets and lotteries; home 
loan agents and insurance agents; optionally turnover-tax exempted turnover from letting and leasing of business premises and properties as well 
as services listed in § 6 Art. 1 Par. 19 UStG 1994; doctor, dentist, psychotherapist, midwife and free-lancers according to § 36 in conjunction with  
§ 12 of the Gesundheits- und Krankenpflegegesetz or according to § 7a in conjunction with § 1 Par. 1 to 7 of the MTD-Law including their societies. 
Dental technician, delivery of dentures by dentists and dental technicians, the delivery of human organs, of human blood and breast milk; turnover 
from activities according to contribution classes 1 and 2, even if they did not exceed € 30.000,-- in the respective tax period, independent of the 
turnover tax assessment; turnover from activities, that are covered by the contribution classes 3 to 7, if they exceed € 30.000,-- in the respective tax 
period, independent of the turnover tax assessment. In case you have more than one business location in different municipalities of Land Salzburg, 
please enter the proportion of the turnover that is applicable for the respective municipality / municipalities in the declaration of contribution (§ 31 
S.TG). The carried out separation must be established in an associated list along with the declaration of contribution. Turnover outside Land 
Salzburg is not subject to contribution.  
A business location, according to the Federal Tax Code (Bundesabgabenordnung), is any permanent local plant or facility that serves the purpose 
of a self-employed or commercial activity. In the case of letting and leasing, the location of the real estate is relevant, and in the case of absence of 
a business location, the residency of the holder of the business license is relevant.  
  



(5) Deductions according to § 35 (3) Par. … S.TG 
Par. a: all turnover according to § 6 UStG (Turnover Tax Law) 1994, that is not listed in Art. 2 and all intra-society deliveries that are exempt from 
tax according to Art. 6 of the attachment to the UStG; 
Par. b: turnover from permanent letting of apartments or parts of apartments, if these are not holiday apartments; and turnover from management of 
subsidized apartments; it is permanent letting when the object is let to the same person for at least 3 months and it meets the need for permanent 
residency; 
Par. c: turnover from the withdrawals and sales of a business or of a separately managed company within the business; asset-sale is not deductible. 
Par. d: turnover from an agricultural and forestry business concerning the assets according to § 29 Par. 1 and 2 of the Valuation Law 
(Bewertungsgesetz 1955) as well as turnover from the exercise of usufruct. Turnover from agricultural sideline-businesses such as letting of private 
rooms, snack stations, agricultural nursery, fish farming, beekeeping etc. is not deductible.  
Par. e: turnover from services of hospitals, nursing hospitals, retirement homes and nursing home, homes for people with disabilities, kindergartens, 
other child care facilities and general welfare institutions; 
Par. f: turnover from companies for water supply, waste water disposal, waste disposal or animal body disposal (turnover from re-selling of 
separated “raw materials” and turnover from recycling remain subject to contribution) 
Par. g: turnover from activities according to § 6 Art. 1 Par. 24 lit a  to c and 25 UStG 1994, if the exemption from turnover-tax does not apply 
according to Art XIV of the Law BGBl Nr. 21/1995. 
Par. h: 50 % of the turnover from the sale of fuels and 15 % of the turnover from the sale of other mineral oil products by persons or companies, 
which are obligated to pay mineral oil tax according to the Mineral Oil Tax Law (Mineralölsteuergesetz 1995) or that have to pay the tax themselves 
as traders on their own accounts. 
(6) Deductions according to § 35 (4) S.TG  
The person obliged to pay the contribution may deduct the following from the turnover liable for contribution (this deduction must be declared on the 
declaration of contribution): 
a) the turnover from deliveries to the head office, the site or the location of a company outside Land Salzburg, regardless of whether the authority for 

disposition was generated in Land Salzburg; 
b) the turnover from deliveries to persons with residency outside Land Salzburg in cases where the person liable to contribution runs a mail-order 

business; 
c) the turnover from other services except transportation services (goods and passenger transportation) when the activities generating the turnover 

are actually carried out in a different federal state; 
d) the turnover from deliveries to another company in Land Salzburg with the same range of activities if more than 50% of this other company are 

owned by the deliverer. 
(7) Transportation businesses for passengers and goods are exempt from the contribution according to § 36 Art. 7 S.TG as far as the turnover 
from transportation services is achieved by carrying them out to any other member states of the EU than Austria. 
(8) Turnover liable to contribution 
The turnover liable to contribution is calculated from (4) minus (5) to (7). This turnover is the basis for the calculation of the contribution.  
(9) Contribution class 
Your group of activity must be assigned to the respective contribution class (1-7). The appropriate municipality class is pre-printed. If deliveries or 
services are achieved in one class (e.g. hotel industry), that belong to different professional groups (e.g. accommodation, gastronomy), these 
different professional groups must be listed separately.  
(10) Occupation (professional group) 
Please enter here the name of the professional group you belong to. The exact names of the professional groups are listed in the contribution group 
regulation (Beitragsgruppenverordnung) (see (9)), or choose it from the online form.  
(11) Turnover liable to contribution (where applicable proportionate) 
Please enter the turnover liable to contribution calculated under (8) in this column of one or more contribution classes according to your 
documentation. If the turnover is not split up, the total turnover must be assigned to the lowest contribution class (which is the one with 
the highest possible permillage). 
(12) Permillage 
Please enter here the permillage according to your activities. The respective permillage for your activities may be pre-printed and can be different 
for  each municipality and each contribution year. 
(13) Total contribution 
The total contribution is calculated from the sum of the calculated amounts (multiplying (11) by (12)) from the single contribution classes. If this total 
amount does not reach the stated minimum amount (14), the minimum amount must be paid and entered under point (13). 
(14) Minimum contribution 
Here the actual minimum amount is stated. This minimum amount is only applicable, if the calculated total amount is lower than the stated minimum 
amount. If you only achieve a total turnover of max. € 30.000,- (small businesses) in the contribution classes 3 to 7, you don´t have to pay 
any contribution. However, the contribution declaration must be filled out in any case (with exact declaration of turnover), even if you only achieve 
turnover from exempt activities.  
(15) Request turnover tax notice, further attachments 
If you were asked here to submit a copy of the appropriate turnover tax notice, please attach it to the filled in contribution declaration. 
 
 


